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“We’ve put in more than a million dollars worth of infrastructure improvements over the past 
five years, doubling our business base.” Pioneer Valley GM Mike Rennicke

RailTrends 2012 was yet another successful run of the series in NYC this week, with a standing- 
room crowd of railroaders, railroad suppliers, Wall Street types, government types, pundits, 
writers and consultants. For my money, the railroad presentations are always the most interesting 
and have the most grist for the shortline mill. This year proved no exception.

Kansas City Southern Marketing EVP Pat Ottensmeyer zeroed in on the new non-coal energy 
business that is providing a good offset to the slippage in steam coal they have been delivering to 
a handful of electric generating facilities local to their railroad. Ottensmeyer says the “ripple 
effect” of the shale-drilling for both oil and gas generates some 45 carloads of pipe, frack sand 
and other materials to support just one drill site, so with hundreds of ‘em in the KCS service area 
the effect is significant.  

Better yet, an aerial photograph of the Texas-Mexico border shows myriad drill sites dotting the 
Texas landscape and not a one south of the border -- but there can be. Bakken crude is another 
KCS competitive advantage given its gulf coast destinations, Port Arthur being perhaps the most 
attractive. And plastics -- remember them? -- being petroleum-based, are expected to add even 
more carloads for another offset to the steam coal loss. 

Putting all this in perspective, YTD crude oil through the third quarter was nearly a triple over 
the 2011 period; frack sand approached a double as utility coal dropped 11 percent, albeit on a 
bigger base. But 3Q2012 combined chems, crude oil and frack sand represented 210,000 loads, 
down 1,000 units year-over-year, against utility coal’s 160,000 units, down 9,000 loads. The 
KCS chems/crude/drilling business lines are now just getting warmed up. And that’s just the US. 

Union Pacific VP Engineering Joe Santamaria showed how UP is using its own money to beef 
up the former T&P property in West Texas to serve the Permian Basin oil and gas fields, where 
the Fort Worth & Western, Watco and Iowa Pacific have shortline operations. Joe’s map of the 
UP franchise shows Texas as one of its fastest-growing states by revenue; he adds that the UP’s 
engineering spend puts the company among the country’s top 20 construction outfits. 

Of particular interest to short lines is UP’s focus on market intelligence to decide where to invest  
capex dollars. First comes replacement dollars: where are we consuming assets the fastest, where 
do we see the highest number of rail defects per mile and where are the most track-caused 
derailments by billion GTMs? To be sure , no short line is going to have metrics like these, but 
surely one can score defects per mile or derailments against carloads, loaded and empty. And this 
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is why market intelligence matters. Joe says “process and collaboration” with customers 
generated a tripling of volumes by moving cars faster and “hardening the railroad” in the 
bargain.

Florida East Coast President Jim Hertwig showed how they create customers with scheduled, 
dependable intermodal service over their 351-mile main line that runs parallel to I-95 on 
Florida’s congested east coast. Jim says asset utilization is the key to service consistency, giving 
UPS 2,000 days of failure-free service and attracting names like Wal-Mart and USG (flatbed 
trailers!!) to its rails. Running direct trains between south Florida and Charlotte, Atlanta and 
Nashville helps, too.  

Though intermodal represents three-quarters of FEC vols, construction and highway aggregates 
are in second place with 16 percent of revenue units. At the moment, short-haul dominates as 
FEC assists with the Fort Lauderdale Airport (FLL to you frequent fliers) runway extension. It’s 
only a 34-mile move, but using FEC eliminates some 375,000 truck trips loaded and empty to 
and from the job site.  

The Port of Miami will be the first -- and perhaps only -- stop for the new 50-foot draft Panamax 
ships (Norfolk and Baltimore are the only other deep-draft ports in the east). These ships will 
want to get in, do their work and get out quickly and FEC, as the sole on-dock rail-service 
provider, is in the unique position of making that goal a reality. Start up date is first half 2013.

Canadian National’s  Jean-Jacques Ruest, EVP and Chief Commercial Officer, continued the 
supply-chain partner theme begun by CN more than two years ago and well ahead of its Class I 
peers. Picking up on a drum I’ve been beating here, JJ says you’ve got to look at rail service as 
one segment in the journey of goods to market and revenue ton-miles is the best proxy for 
volumes and length of haul. (RMI measures shortline RTMs but so far few short lines are using 
the service. Read on.) 

CN’s strength is its “balanced portfolio” that is only seven percent coal and where capex dollars 
are allocated by RTM lanes, providing needed flexibility because, says JJ, “markets are not 
forever.”  He says the North American petroleum opportunities are “bigger than we think,” cheap  
nat gas will goose chemicals output and the direct iron ore reduction process may well revitalize 
the steel industry. 

Being nimble is another CN strength, says JJ, citing the quick rehab of Wisconsin’s Barron Sub 
(some of you may have seen the video before it disappeared behind the CN password curtain) to 
tap new frack sand sources. Lumber and panel may be seeing signs of life, but CN’s not buying 
any center-beams on the come. Forest products customers who have not done so already will be 
well-served by modifying rail docks for 60-foot Plate F 100-ton cars because that’s all there is.

And, yes, CN like CP is looking to reduce variable cost by lane, but they’re not about to run off 
customers to get there. Block-swapping and bypassing yards improves train velocity, lowers 
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variable cost and enhances customer service, creating another way for first-mile, last-mile short 
lines and regionals to add value to the supply chain.    

The Nebraska Northeastern saga continues with this note from a reader with more than a 
passing knowledge of shortline and class I economics. He writes

I suspect that any STB rule-making on paper barriers will be too little and too late, at least 
concerning foreseeable Class 1 line spinoffs.  Except for well-placed network nips, tucks and 
fine-tuning, short line network expansion will have to come from other sources. 

If anything, Class 1s are taking back post-Staggers spinoffs that have morphed into strategic 
fits and unit train franchises.   Higher volumes, improving Class 1 economics and uncertainty  
over where on the network the “next big thing” will occur have effectively chilled line 
spinoff activities. There is little need right now for new paper barrier rules, but a ten year 
post-closing cap might have economic merit and be a place to start.         
 
The real issue might be the commercial status of shippers on Class 1 take-backs and re-
purchases from short line sellers/lessees. What should shippers expect from their new Class 1 
service providers relative to what their former short lines were doing?   Are these 
expectations being met?  And what access to competing Class 1s, especially those with direct 
connections to the formerly independent short line/regional, should these shippers expect?          

 
Reader comments are hereby solicited with or without attribution. 

From New England comes word, thanks to Chop Hardenbergh’s excellent Atlantic Northeast 
Rails & Ports newsletter, that Pinsly Group’s Pioneer Valley Railroad (www.pinsley.com ) 
trotted out the red carpet to welcome the mayor and business leaders in Holyoke, Mass., on a rail 
tour. They visited railroad customers Hazen Paper, Sullivan Scrap and Yankee Candle, learning 
about the railroad’s economic development work on behalf of the city trying to lure
companies into Holyoke.

The mayor feels the railroad’s involvement bodes well for the future, saying he’s “confident over
the next couple of years we can really lure companies to come along the rail here in the city.”
So does Chamber of Commerce President Kathleen Anderson: “The Pioneer Valley Railroad 
comes right into downtown Holyoke, running adjacent to a number of our industrial properties as 
well as several older industrial properties we’d like to repurpose.” Says PVRR General Manager 
Mike Rennicke, “We’ve put in more than a million dollars worth of infrastructure improvements 
over the past five years, doubling our business base.” That’s how it’s done; kudos to PVRR. 
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